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Description

[Technical Field]

[0001] The present invention relates to a method for
controlling an expandable mixture. More particularly, it
relates to a method for controlling the expandable mixture
so as to make it in a predefined condition of mixing when
a casting mold, e.g., a main mold or a core, is made by
injecting the expandable mixture into a heated cavity of
a mold, wherein the expandable mixture is made by mix-
ing a particulate aggregate, a water-dispersed binder,
and water, and then agitating them.

[Background of the Invention]

[0002] Recently, a method for making a casting mold
that uses a water-dispersed binder as a binder of partic-
ulate aggregate and hardening it by heating it and evap-
orating the moisture has been proposed, because the
collapsibility of one made by this method is good.
[0003] A conventional casting mold molding machine
that makes such a casting mold as the above comprises,
for example, an injection means for injecting fluid sand
into a mold that can go up and down, wherein the injection
means has a cylindrical hollow that vertically extends, a
plunger that is located in it so that it can move up and
down, and a gate that opens and shuts the opening lo-
cated at the bottom of the cylindrical hollow, wherein an
opening is provided in the middle of the cylindrical hollow
and a mixer is installed on the opening so as to feed the
fluid sand to the cylindrical hollow (see GB 2 039 239 A).
[0004] Further, the conventional casting mold molding
machine can vary the quantity of the fluid sand fed to the
cylinder hollow so as to vary the quantity to be injected
in the mold by making a gate at the middle of the cylinder
hollow, or by changing the location of the cylinder hollow,
the opening at its bottom, or the plunger.
[0005] US 3 590 906 A discloses a cold-box resin-
bonded foundry core making machine for conducting a
method of producing cores by employing the cold-box
technique, which comprises mixing (in the requisite pro-
portions) controlled amount of sand and resin on the one
hand and of the sand and hardener on the other hand.
The two segregated mixtures are delivered into the mix-
ing device to produce a homogenous mixture of all ma-
terial. The mixture includes sand, resin and hardener.
The mixture is dispensed into a core-box. The tempera-
ture and moisture of the sand is controlled to ensure sub-
stantially constant operating conditions.
[0006] GB 1402 536 discloses an apparatus and a
method for the measurement of viscosity.

[Summary of the Invention]

[0007] However, the conventional casting mold mold-
ing machine needs to have water added to the mixture
and to have the mixture mixed, because the fluidity of

the expandable mixture, which is a material for a casting
mold having a water-dispersed binder, decreases and a
sufficient amount of the mixture cannot be filled in the
cavity of a mold, when it does not have enough water.
Further, when the viscosity of the expandable mixture is
too high, not enough of the mixture can be filled in the
cavity of a mold, and so the mixture must be again mixed.
[0008] So, the purpose of this invention is to provide a
method for controlling an expandable mixture that can
provide a way to monitor and control the condition of the
expandable mixture before it is injected in a mold, and
that can increase the efficiency of the filling and uniformity
of the strength of a casting mold by maintaining the con-
dition for filling when the mixture is molded.
[0009] The method according to claim 1 for controlling
an expendable mixture of the mixture controls the mixture
so as to make it in a predefined condition of mixing when
a casting mold is made by injecting the mixture into a
heated cavity of a mold, wherein the expandable mixture
is made by mixing particulate aggregate, a water-dis-
persed binder, and water, as follows: (a) a step of meas-
uring the temperature of the expandable mixture, (b) a
step of determining the reference values of the moisture
content and the viscosity that show a characteristic prop-
erty of the expandable mixture based on the measured
temperature and the predetermined condition of mixing,
in which condition of the expandable mixture can be in-
jected into the cavity to make a casting mold, and wherein
the condition corresponds to the temperature of the mix-
ture. (c) a step of measuring the moisture content that
shows the condition of the mixing of the expandable mix-
ture, (d) a step of determining whether the moisture con-
tent that is measured is within the reference value, (e) a
step of measuring the viscosity of the expandable mixture
so as to determine whether the moisture content is within
its reference value of it, (f) a step of determining whether
the measured viscosity is within the reference value of
it, and (g) a step of determining that the expandable mix-
ture is in the condition of mixing, in which conditon the
expandable mixture can be injected into the cavity, if the
measured viscosity is determined to be within its refer-
ence value.
[0010] By this invention, the strength of a casting mold
is made uniform by maintaining the condition for filling
when the casting mold is made.

[Brief Descriptions of the Drawings]

[0011]

Fig.1 is a front view of a casting mold molding ma-
chine of this invention with a fragmentary sectional
view.
Fig. 2 is an explanatory drawing of the casting mold
molding machine of Fig. 1. It shows the situation of
injecting an expandable mixture in a mixture storage
means into a horizontal split-type mold.
Fig. 3 is a flowchart of one embodiment of this in-
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vention.
Fig. 4 is a front view of the casting mold molding
machine of this invention with a fragmentary section-
al view.

[Detailed Description of the Preferred Embodiment]

[0012] Now, we discuss the method for controlling an
expandable mixture of this invention based on Figs. 1-
4. The casting mold molding machine that is used for this
invention has two cylinders 2, 2 that push their arms up-
ward through a machine table 1. Further, guiding rods 3,
3 are installed on the four corners of the machine table
1. The piston rods of the two cylinders 2, 2 support a
lifting frame 4 at its lower surface, wherein the lifting frame
4 can move up and down and its four corners are slidably
provided through the four guiding rods 3, 3. The lower
mold 6 of a horizontal split-type mold 5 is set on the upper
surface of the lifting frame 4. The upper mold 7 of the
horizontal split-type mold 5 is located just above the lower
mold 6 and supported by four supporting pieces of equip-
ment 8, 8 that are installed on the upper side of the lower
mold 6 through the guiding rods 3, 3.
[0013] The guiding rods 3, 3 support a ceiling-frame
9, which extends horizontally. A mixture-storage means
10 that also acts as a vessel for stirring and as a cylinder
for injections is provided on the lower-right side of the
ceiling-frame 9 so that the No.1 dolly 11 can move it to
the left side of the ceiling-frame 9. The mixture-storage
means 10 comprises a hollow cube 12 that has a hollow
that vertically runs through it, and a bottom plate 14 that
is fixed at the bottom of the hollow cube 12 to close it and
that has openings for injections 13, 13 through which the
mixture is injected. The bottom plate 14 has a water-
cooled structure on its upper portion and a heat shielded
structure on its bottom.
[0014] A mechanism of agitating blades 15 is provided
on the upper-right side of the ceiling-frame 9. The mech-
anism mixes particulate aggregate, a water-dispersed
binder that is soluble at ambient temperatures, and water,
which are all put in the mixture-storage means. Then the
agitating blades agitate the mixture and cause it to foam.
The particulate aggregate may be silica sand, for exam-
ple. The water-dispersed binder that is used for the binder
of the particulate aggregate may be polyvinyl alcohol.
The mechanism of the agitating blades 15 has agitating
blades 16 that are connected to the output shaft of a
motor 17 through a transmission gear 18. The motor 17
is set on a support 20 that moves up and down with the
expansion and contraction of a cylinder 19. The support
20 has a cover 21 that covers the opening at the upper
end of the mixture-storage means 10. The agitating
blades 16 and the cover 21 move up and down with the
expansion and contraction of the cylinder 19.
[0015] A plug means 22 is furnished on the ceiling-
frame 9 just under the mechanism of the agitating blades
15. The plug means 22 plugs the openings for injections
13, 13 of the mixture-storage means 10. The plug means

22 has plugs 23, 23 that can be inserted in the openings
for injections 13, 13 and are fixed on a supporting plate
24, which is in turn fixed on the upper end of a cylinder
25 that extends upward. The plugs 23, 23 move up and
down with the expansion and contraction of a cylinder
25. The cylinder 25 is fixed on the ceiling-frame 9 by
supports 26, 26. The openings for injections 13, 13 may
be cleaned by inserting a plurality of plugs 23, 23 into
them.
[0016] A push-out-mechanism 27 is provided on the
ceiling-frame 9 just above the horizontal split-type mold
5. The push-out-mechanism 27 pushes the mixture in
the mixture-storage means 10 to inject it through the
openings for injections 13, 13. The push-out-mechanism
27 comprises a piston 29 that has a plurality of exhaust
openings and moves up and down with the expansion
and contraction of a cylinder 30 that is installed so as to
extend downward.
[0017] A casting mold push-out- mechanism 31 is fur-
nished on the lower left side of the ceiling-frame 9 so that
it can be moved rightward by No. 2 dolly 32. The casting
mold push-out-mechanism 31 pushes a casting mold of
the upper mold 7. The casting mold push-out-mechanism
31 comprises a push plate 34 that is fixed on the lower
end of the cylinder 35 that extends downward. The push
plate 34 has a plurality of casting mold push-out-pins 33.
The casting mold push-out-pins 33, 33 move up and
down with the expansion and contraction of the cylinder
35.
[0018] Since it is important to control an expandable
mixture so as to make a casting mold of a predefined
quality, this invention monitors and controls the condition
of the expandable mixture before injecting it into the mold.
In this invention a casting mold is made by injecting the
expandable mixture into the cavity of a heated mold using
the casting mold molding machine.
[0019] Namely, this invention measures the tempera-
ture of an expandable mixture, and then determines each
reference value of the one or more characteristic param-
eters that show the characteristic property of the expand-
able mixture based on the measured temperature ac-
cording to the predetermined characteristic property of
the expandable mixture (which depends on its moisture
content, its viscosity, the type and the particle size of the
sand, and the type and the quantity of the binder). The
characteristic parameter may be its moisture content or
its viscosity.
[0020] Then, the one or more characteristic parame-
ters that show the condition of the mixing of the expand-
able mixture is measured, and then by the invention it is
determined whether each determined parameter (i.e.,
the value of its moisture content or its viscosity) is within
the reference values (e.g., within an upper threshold and
a minimum threshold of the reference values).
[0021] After that, it is determined whether the expand-
able mixture is in a normal condition or if it should be
adjusted. Depending on the determination, if the expand-
able mixture is in a normal condition, i.e., each of the
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measured parameters is judged to be within the corre-
sponding reference value, the expandable mixture will
be injected into the cavity of the heated mold and a cast-
ing mold will be made. In contrast, if each of the measured
parameters of the expandable mixture is judged not to
be within the corresponding reference value then, after
adjusting the components related to the viscosity and/or
the moisture content, the condition of the expandable
mixture will again be monitored.
[0022] Now, we discuss the procedures for controlling
the method in one embodiment of this invention, by re-
ferring to Fig. 3.

(a) As shown in Fig. 3, the temperature (T) of an
expandable mixture is measured by a sensing
means (step S1).
The expandable mixture is composed of particulate
aggregate, a water-dispersed binder, and water, and
they are mixed, agitated, and foamed by a driving
mechanism of agitating blades in a mixture storage
means. The particulate aggregate may be silica
sand, alumina sand, olivine sand, chromite sand, zir-
con sand, mullite sand, or various kinds of synthetic
aggregate. The water-dispersed binder being used
for the binder of the particulate aggregate may be a
polyvinyl alcohol or its derivatives, e.g., polyvinyl al-
cohol or its derivatives of a degree of saponification
of 80 - 95 mol%, and/or α-starch, dextrin, or its de-
rivatives, or saponin, or sugars. The water-dispersed
binder is mixed into the particulate aggregate, for
example, by 0.3 - 10 wt% of the weight of the aggre-
gate. The water can be any water other than alkaline
water. The content of the water may be, for example,
2 - 10% of the water-dispersed binder. The temper-
ature sensing means may include, but it is not limited
to, a contact-type or noncontact-type temperature
sensing means, as, for example, a thermocouple-
type temperature sensor as a contact-type or a tem-
perature sensor utilizing a laser, infrared rays (ther-
mograph), or ultrasound, as a noncontact-type.
(b) Then, the reference values (Ws), (Vs) for the
moisture content and the viscosity of the expandable
mixture are determined based on the measured tem-
perature and the predetermined relationship be-
tween a characteristic property of an expandable
mixture and its temperature (step S2). These values
show a characteristic property of the expandable
mixture and affect the quality of moldings, particu-
larly in this embodiment.
The fluidity and fraction of bubbles of an expandable
mixture vary based on variations of its temperature,
moisture content, or viscosity. Accordingly, the qual-
ity of a casting mold, such as the difficulty of filling
the expandable mixture, and the strength of a casting
mold, also varies depending on them. Therefore, the
correlations between the temperature, moisture con-
tent, viscosity, etc., are predetermined as a charac-
teristic property of the mixture by experiments.

(c) After that, the moisture content (V), which shows
the condition of the mixing of the expandable mix-
ture, is measured by a moisture content measuring
means (step S3).
The moisture content measuring means may in-
clude, but is not limited to, a moisture analyzer such
as one that uses a method for measuring the elec-
trical resistance or a method utilizing microwaves,
or a moisture analyzer that heats the sampled ex-
pandable mixture and evaporates its moisture and
then determines the moisture content by measuring
its decreased weight.
(d) Then, whether the moisture content (W) is within
the reference value (Ws) is determined.
Namely, whether the moisture content (W) of the ex-
pandable mixture is within the value between the up-
per threshold (Wsuth) and the minimum threshold
(Wsdth), which value denotes that it is within the ref-
erence value (Ws), is determined. The upper thresh-
old (Wsuth) and the minimum threshold (Wsdth) may
be determined beforehand by some experiments.
(e) After that, the viscosity (V), which shows the con-
dition of the mixing of the expandable mixture, is
measured by the viscosity measuring means, to see
if the moisture content (W) is within the reference
value (Ws) (step S5).
The viscosity measuring means may include, but it
is not limited to, viscosity measuring means such as
that utilizing a method inserting a probe, rotating a
probe, or inserting and rotating a probe, or such
means that measures an apparent viscosity. For ex-
ample, a viscosity detector utilizing the method for
inserting a probe measures the viscosity in a relative
manner, i.e., a spherical or columnar-shaped part is
built on the top of a rod-type probe (this part may be
made with the rod or made separately), and the top
of the probe is inserted into an expandable mixture,
and then the load (the resistance) of the insertion is
determined as the viscosity. A viscosity detector uti-
lizing the method of rotating a probe measures the
viscosity in a relative manner, i.e., a spherical- or
columnar-shaped part is built on the top of a rod-type
probe (the part may be made with the rod or made
separately), and the top of the probe is spun and
inserted into an expandable mixture, and then the
load (the resistance and the torque) of the probe is
determined to be the viscosity. A viscosity detector
utilizing the method of inserting and rotating a probe
measures the viscosity in a relative manner, i.e., a
disk- or fan-shaped part is built on the top of a rod-
type probe (the part may be made with the rod or
made separately), and the top of the probe is inserted
into an expandable mixture and is spun, and then
the load (the torque) of the probe is determined as
the viscosity. Further, a viscosity detector that meas-
ures an apparent viscosity measures the viscosity in
a relative manner, i.e., an expandable mixture is fed
into a cylinder that has a given bore diameter, a pre-
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determined pressure is applied to it, and then the
velocity of it when coming out of the cylinder is meas-
ured to determine the viscosity. Since the expanda-
ble mixture is a non-Newtonian liquid, the viscosity
detector utilizing a method inserting a probe, rotating
a probe, or inserting and rotating a probe, should be
more preferable than one that measures an apparent
viscosity.
(f) After that, whether the measured viscosity (V) is
within the reference value (Vs) of the viscosity is de-
termined (step S6).
Namely, whether the viscosity of the expandable
mixture is within the value between the upper thresh-
old and the minimum threshold, which value denotes
that it is within the reference value of the viscosity,
is determined.
(g) Then, if the viscosity (V) is within the reference
value (Vs) of the viscosity, the expandable mixture
is determined to be in a normal condition (step S7),
and a molding process is started.
(h) If the moisture content (W) that is measured in
step S4 is not within the reference value (Ws) (be-
tween the thresholds Wsdth and Wsuth) of the mois-
ture content, the water that is lacking is added and
the expandable mixture is remixed and agitated (step
S8).
(i) If the viscosity (V) that is measured in step S6 is
not within the reference value (Vs) (between the
thresholds Vsdth and Vsuth), the expandable mix-
ture is agitated and mixed again so as to get a pre-
determined viscosity.

[0023] In this invention, the temperature, the viscosity,
and the moisture content of the expandable mixture are
respectively measured by the temperature sensor, the
viscosity detector, and the moisture analyzer, which are
all installed inside or outside of the mixture storage
means.
[0024] In this invention, the temperature, etc., may also
be measured in a batch process by sampling the expand-
able mixture from the mixture storage means, or in a con-
tinuous process by installing the measuring equipment
in the mixture storage means.
[0025] In this invention, since the figures for the vis-
cosity and the moisture content vary based on the vari-
ation of the type of the particulate aggregate and the wa-
ter-dispersed binder, it is difficult to specify the most ap-
propriate values. However, the reference value of the
viscosity should be 0.5 - 5 Pa · s and the reference value
of the moisture content should be 2 - 10 wt%, if the tem-
perature of the sand is 0 - 40°C, for example.
[0026] Now, we discuss an example of this invention.
But the invention is not restricted by this example.

[Example]

[0027] This example used silica sand as the particulate
aggregate, and polyvinyl alcohol (made by Japan Vam

& Poval Co. Ltd.) and a starch (dextrin NSD-L made by
Nissi & Co., Ltd.) as water-dispersed binders. 100 parts
by weight of silica sand (Flattery sand), 0.2 part by weight
of a polyvinyl alcohol, 0.8 part by weight of starch, 0.2
part by weight of a citric acid, and 5 parts by weight of
water, were mixed, agitated, and foamed so that the vis-
cosity was 2 Pa · s and the moisture content was 4.5
wt%. The temperature was 20 °C.
[0028] After the mixture was foamed, the viscosity and
the moisture content of it were measured. The viscosity
was 0.5 - 3.5 Pa · s and the moisture content was 2.5 -
7 wt%. After it was confirmed that these values were with-
in the reference values, a molding process was started.
Thus, it was confirmed that this method of controlling an
expandable mixture was effective to maintain the effi-
ciency of filling when the mixture was used for molding.
[0029] Now, we discuss the function of the casting
mold molding machine that molds a casting mold accord-
ing to this invention. As in Fig. 1, after the openings for
injections 13, 13 are plugged by plugs 23, 23 of a plug
means 22, then, for example, silica sand as the particu-
late aggregate, polyvinyl alcohol as a water-dispersed
binder, and water, are put in the mixture storage means
10. Then, the opening on its top end is closed by a cover
21.
[0030] Then a motor 17 of a mechanism for agitating
blades 15 is operated and agitating blades 16 are rotated
to mix and agitate the silica sand, the polyvinyl alcohol,
and water, and so a foamed expandable mixture is made.
[0031] Then, a cylinder 19 pulls its arm in to raise the
agitating blades 16 and cover 21. After that, in line with
the above procedure, the property of the expandable mix-
ture is confirmed to be in a normal condition by controlling
a temperature sensor D1, a viscosity detector D2, and a
moisture analyzer D3, and then a cylinder 25 of a plug
means 22 pulls its arm in and pulls plugs 23, 23 out from
the openings for injections 13, 13 so as to open the open-
ings for injections 13, 13.
[0032] After that, the casting mold push-out-mecha-
nism 31 is moved leftward by a No. 2 dolly 32, and the
mixture storage means 10 is also moved leftward by a
No. 1 dolly 11, which is located just above the heated
horizontal split-type mold 5. Then, the cylinder 2 pushes
its arm out to raise the lower mold 6 with the lifting frame
4 and to put the upper mold 7 on the lower mold 6 and
to put the mixture storage means 10 on the upper mold
7 and to make the lower end of the mixture storage means
10 contact the upper end of the upper mold 7.
[0033] Then, as shown in Fig. 2, the cylinder 30 of the
push-out-mechanism 27 pushes its arm to let down the
piston 29. After letting the air between the piston 29 and
the mixture go out through exhaust ports 28, 28 while the
piston is descending, the openings of the upper ends of
the exhaust ports 28, 28 are closed by valve means,
which are not shown, and then the mixture in the mixture
storage means 10 is pressed to be injected in the cavity
of the horizontal split-type mold 5. The mixture that has
been injected in it is hardened, because the moisture is
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evaporated by the heat of the horizontal split-type mold
5. After the injection of the mixture into the horizontal
split-type mold 5 is completed, the cylinder 30 pulls in its
arm to raise the piston 29, and then the casting mold
push-out-mechanism 31 is moved rightward by a No. 2
dolly 32, and the mixture storage means 10 is also moved
rightward by No. 1 dolly 11 so that the casting mold push-
out-mechanism 31 returns to the position just above the
horizontal split-type mold 5 and the mixture storage
means 10 returns to the position just under the mecha-
nism of the agitating blades 15.
[0034] Thereafter, the cylinder 35 of the casting mold
push-out-mechanism 31 pushes its arm to insert the cast-
ing mold push-out-pins 33, 33 in the upper mold 7. Then
the cylinders 2, 2 pull their arms in to let down the lower
mold 6 so that the casting mold is separated from the
upper mold 7. After that, a casting mold push-out-mech-
anism, which is not shown, pushes the casting mold up
from the lower mold 6. Meanwhile, silica sand, polyvinyl
alcohol, and water are put in the mixture storage means
10, which has returned to the position just under the
mechanism of the agitating blades 15, as required for the
next molding.
[0035] In this example, the mixture in the mixture stor-
age means 10 was injected in the horizontal split-type
mold 5 by the piston 29 of the push-out-mechanism 27.
However, the method for the injection of the mixture is
not restricted to this, but, as in Fig. 4, a method wherein
the mixture is injected by compressed air may achieve
the same effect. Namely, instead of the piston 29, a cover
42 that air-tightly closes the opening of the upper end of
the mixture storage means 10 and communicates with a
source of compressed air may be installed at the lower
end of the piston rod of a cylinder 43 in the push-out-
mechanism 27. When the mixture is injected into the hor-
izontal split-type mold 5, compressed air may be supplied
to the upper surface of the mixture in the mixture storage
means 10. In this case, the agitation mechanism and the
injection mechanism of compressed air may be com-
bined.

Claims

1. A method for controlling an expandable mixture so
as to make it in a predefined condition of mixing when
a casting mold is made by injecting the expandable
mixture in a heated cavity of a mold, wherein the
expandable mixture is made by mixing particulate
aggregate, a water-dispersed binder, and water,
wherein the method comprises

(a) a step of measuring the temperature of the
expandable mixture,
(b) a step of determining reference values of the
moisture content and the viscosity that show a
characteristic property of the expandable mix-
ture based on the measured temperature and

the predetermined condition of mixing, in which
condition the expandable mixture can be inject-
ed into the cavity to make a casting mold, and
wherein the condition corresponds to the tem-
perature of the mixture.
(c) a step of measuring the moisture content of
the expandable mixture that shows the condition
of the mixing of it,
(d) a step of determining whether the measured
moisture content is within the reference value of
it,
(e) a step of measuring the viscosity of the ex-
pandable mixture so as to determine whether
the measured moisture content is within the ref-
erence value of it,
(f) a step of determining whether the measured
viscosity is within the reference value of it, and
(g) a step of determining that the expandable
mixture is in the condition of mixing, in which
condition the expandable mixture can be inject-
ed into the cavity, if the measured viscosity is
determined to be within its reference value.

2. The method for controlling an expandable mixture
of claim 1, wherein it further comprises a step of add-
ing any lacking water and remixing the expandable
mixture, if the measured moisture content is not with-
in the reference value of it.

3. The method for controlling an expandable mixture
of claims 1 and 2, wherein it further comprises a step
of remixing the expandable mixture if the measured
viscosity is not within the reference value of it.

4. The method for controlling an expandable mixture
of claim 3, wherein the temperature of the expand-
able mixture is measured by either a contact-type
temperature sensing means or a noncontact-type
temperature sensing means.

5. The method for controlling an expandable mixture
of claim 3, wherein the moisture content of the ex-
pandable mixture is measured by either a method
measuring an electrical resistance of it or a method
utilizing microwaves.

6. The method for controlling an expandable mixture
of claim 3, wherein the viscosity of the expandable
mixture is measured by viscosity measuring means
utilizing a method of inserting a probe, viscosity
measuring means utilizing a method of rotating a
probe, or viscosity measuring means utilizing a
method of inserting and rotating a probe.

7. The method for controlling an expandable mixture
of claim 3, wherein the moisture content and the vis-
cosity of the expandable mixture are measured in a
batch process by sampling the expandable mixture
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from a mixture storage means for the expandable
mixture.

8. The method for controlling an expandable mixture
of claim 3, wherein the temperature, the moisture
content, and the viscosity of the expandable mixture
are measured in a continuous process by installing
the measuring means in a mixture storage means
for the expandable mixture.

Patentansprüche

1. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines expansionsfähigen
Gemisches, um dieses in einen vorbestimmten
Mischzustand zu bringen, wenn eine Gießform her-
gestellt wird, indem das expansionsfähige Gemisch
in einen erwärmten Hohlraum einer Form einge-
spritzt wird, wobei das expansionsfähige Gemisch
durch Mischen von teilchenförmigem Aggregat, ei-
nem in Wasser dispergierten Bindemittel sowie
Wasser gebildet wird, wobei das Verfahren folgende
Schritte aufweist:

(a) Messen der Temperatur des expansionsfä-
higen Gemisches,
(b) Bestimmen von Referenzwerten des Feuch-
tigkeitsgehalts und der Viskosität, die eine cha-
rakteristische Eigenschaft des expansionsfähi-
gen Gemisches zeigen, auf der Basis der ge-
messenen Temperatur und des vorbestimmten
Mischzustands, in dem das expansionsfähige
Gemisch zum Herstellen einer Gießform in den
Hohlraum eingespritzt werden kann, wobei der
Zustand der Temperatur des Gemisches ent-
spricht,
(c) Messen des Feuchtigkeitsgehalts des ex-
pansionsfähigen Gemisches, der den Mischzu-
stand von diesem zeigt,
(d) Feststellen, ob der gemessene Feuchtig-
keitsgehalt innerhalb von dessen Referenzwert
liegt,
(e) Messen der Viskosität des expansionsfähi-
gen Gemisches, um festzustellen, ob der ge-
messene Feuchtigkeitsgehalt innerhalb von
dessen Referenzwert liegt,
(f) Feststellen, ob die gemessene Viskosität in-
nerhalb von deren Referenzwert liegt, und
(g) Feststellen, dass das expansionsfähige Ge-
misch in dem Mischzustand vorliegt, in dem das
expansionsfähige Gemisch in den Hohlraum
eingespritzt werden kann, wenn die gemessene
Viskosität als innerhalb von deren Referenzwert
liegend festgestellt wird.

2. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines expansionsfähigen
Gemisches nach Anspruch 1, wobei es ferner einen
Schritt aufweist, in dem jegliches fehlende Wasser

zugegeben und das expansionsfähige Gemisch er-
neut gemischt wird, wenn der gemessene Feuchtig-
keitsgehalt nicht innerhalb des Referenzwerts von
diesem liegt.

3. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines expansionsfähigen
Gemisches nach Anspruch 1 oder 2,
wobei es ferner einen Schritt aufweist, in dem das
expansionsfähige Gemisch erneut gemischt wird,
wenn die gemessene Viskosität nicht innerhalb von
deren Referenzwert liegt.

4. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines expansionsfähigen
Gemisches nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Temperatur
des expansionsfähigen Gemisches entweder mittels
einer Temperaturerfassungseinrichtung vom Berüh-
rungstyp oder mittels einer Temperaturerfassungs-
einrichtung vom berührungslosen Typ gemessen
wird.

5. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines expansionsfähigen
Gemisches nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Feuchtig-
keitsgehalt des expansionsfähigen Gemisches ent-
weder mittels eines Verfahrens zum Messen eines
elektrischen Widerstands von diesem oder mittels
eines Mikrowellen verwendenden Verfahrens ge-
messen wird.

6. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines expansionsfähigen
Gemisches nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Viskosität
des expansionsfähigen Gemisches mittels einer Vis-
kositäts-Messeinrichtung, die ein Sondeneinführ-
verfahren verwendet, einer Viskositäts-Messeinrich-
tung, die ein Sondenrotationsverfahren verwendet,
oder einer Viskositäts-Messeinrichtung, die ein Son-
deneinführ- und Sondenrotationsverfahren verwen-
det, gemessen wird.

7. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines expansionsfähigen
Gemisches nach Anspruch 3, wobei der Feuchtig-
keitsgehalt und die Viskosität des expansionsfähi-
gen Gemisches in einem chargenweisen Prozess
gemessen werden, indem eine Probe des expansi-
onsfähigen Gemisches von einer Gemisch-Lage-
reinrichtung für das expansionsfähige Gemisch ent-
nommen wird.

8. Verfahren zur Steuerung eines expansionsfähigen
Gemisches nach Anspruch 3, wobei die Temperatur,
der Feuchtigkeitsgehalt und die Viskosität des ex-
pansionsfähigen Gemisches in einem kontinuierli-
chen Prozess gemessen werden, indem die Mes-
seinrichtung in einer Gemisch-Lagereinrichtung für
das expansionsfähige Gemisch installiert wird.
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Revendications

1. Procédé de maîtrise d’un mélange expansible de
manière à le mettre dans une condition prédéfinie
de mélange lorsqu’un moule de coulée est fabriqué
par injection du mélange expansible dans une cavité
chauffée d’un moule, dans lequel le mélange expan-
sible est réalisé par mélange d’un agrégat particu-
laire, d’un liant dispersé dans l’eau, et d’eau, dans
lequel le procédé comprend

(a) une étape de mesure de la température du
mélange expansible,
(b) une étape de détermination de valeurs de
référence de la teneur en humidité et de la vis-
cosité qui montrent une propriété caractéristi-
que du mélange expansible sur la base de la
température mesurée et de la condition prédé-
terminée de mélange, dans laquelle condition le
mélange expansible peut être injecté dans la ca-
vité pour fabriquer un moule de coulée, et dans
lequel la condition correspond à la température
du mélange,
(c) une étape de mesure de la teneur en humidité
du mélange expansible qui montre la condition
du mélange de celui-ci,
(d) une étape de détermination si la teneur en
humidité mesurée est à l’intérieur de la valeur
de référence de celle-ci,
(e) une étape de mesure de la viscosité du mé-
lange expansible de manière à déterminer si la
teneur en humidité mesurée est à l’intérieur de
la valeur de référence de celle-ci,
(f) une étape de détermination si la viscosité me-
surée est à l’intérieur de la valeur de référence
de celle-ci, et
(g) une étape de détermination que le mélange
expansible est dans la condition de mélange,
dans laquelle condition le mélange expansible
peut être injecté dans la cavité, si la viscosité
mesurée est déterminée être à l’intérieur de sa
valeur de référence.

2. Procédé de maîtrise d’un mélange expansible selon
la revendication 1, dans lequel il comprend en outre
une étape d’ajout d’une quelconque quantité man-
quante d’eau et de nouveau mélange du mélange
expansible, si la teneur en humidité mesurée n’est
pas à l’intérieur de la valeur de référence de celle-ci.

3. Procédé de maîtrise d’un mélange expansible selon
la revendication 1 ou 2, dans lequel il comprend en
outre une étape de nouveau mélange du mélange
expansible si la viscosité mesurée n’est pas à l’inté-
rieur de la valeur de référence de celle-ci.

4. Procédé de maîtrise d’un mélange expansible selon
la revendication 3, dans lequel la température du

mélange expansible est mesurée soit par un moyen
de détection de température de type par contact, soit
par un moyen de détection de température de type
sans contact.

5. Procédé de maîtrise d’un mélange expansible selon
la revendication 3, dans lequel la teneur en humidité
du mélange expansible est mesurée soit par un pro-
cédé mesurant une résistance électrique de celui-
ci, soit par un procédé utilisant des micro-ondes.

6. Procédé de maîtrise d’un mélange expansible selon
la revendication 3, dans lequel la viscosité du mé-
lange expansible est mesurée par un moyen de me-
sure de viscosité utilisant un procédé par insertion
d’une sonde, un moyen de mesure de viscosité uti-
lisant un procédé par rotation d’une sonde, ou un
moyen de mesure de viscosité utilisant un procédé
par insertion et rotation d’une sonde.

7. Procédé de maîtrise d’un mélange expansible selon
la revendication 3, dans lequel la teneur en humidité
et la viscosité du mélange expansible sont mesurées
dans un processus discontinu par échantillonnage
du mélange expansible à partir d’un moyen de stoc-
kage de mélange pour le mélange expansible.

8. Procédé de maîtrise d’un mélange expansible selon
la revendication 3, dans lequel la température, la te-
neur en humidité et la viscosité du mélange expan-
sible sont mesurées dans un processus continu par
installation des moyens de mesure dans un moyen
de stockage de mélange pour le mélange expansi-
ble.
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